
Question 
Number 

Scheme Marks 

2. 

M1 (7 
activities, 1 
start and 2 
dummies) 

A1 
(ABCDEF) 

A1  
(GH + first 
two dummies) 

A1 (IJK) 

A1 CSO 
5 marks

Notes for Question 2 
Condone lack of, or incorrect, numbered events throughout and arcs which cross one another. ‘Dealt with 

correctly’ means that the activity starts from the correct event but need not necessarily finish at the correct 
event, e.g. ‘J dealt with correctly’ requires the correct precedences for this activity, i.e. D and G labelled 

correctly and leading into the same node and J starting from that node but not necessarily J leading into the 
end node. Activity on node is M0  

Ignore incorrect or lack of arrows on the activities for the first four marks only 

1M1: 7 activities (labelled on arc), one start and two dummies placed 
1A1: Activities A, B, C, D, E and F dealt with correctly 
2A1: Activities G, H and the first two dummies (including arrows on these two dummies) dealt with 
correctly. By ‘first two dummies’ these are the ones leading into the event at the end of E 
3A1: Activities I, J and K dealt with correctly  
4A1: CSO (all four previous marks must have been awarded) – final dummy correctly placed, all arrows 
present and correctly placed with one finish and no additional dummies. Please check all arcs carefully for 
arrows  

Note that there are a number of additional valid solutions in which the candidate may finish their 
network diagram which are different (but are equivalent) to the example given above: 

e.g. 
 the arrow on the final dummy between J and K reversed so that activity H will now end at the finish

node
 Activities J and K interchanged
 A combination of both points above (i.e. J and K interchanged and the arrow on the dummy

reversed)
 Activity H leading directly into the finish node

Therefore it is vital that the diagram is checked carefully for these other equally acceptable/valid solutions 

DECISION MATHS PRACTICE PAPER 7 MARK SCHEME
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Question 
Number 

Scheme Marks 

3. (a)

e.g. using middle right 

59  45  18  55   47  11  63  17  15   42   pivot  11 
59     45   18   55  47   63   17   15   42   11             pivot  47 
59   55   63   47  45  18   17   15   42  11      pivot  55  17 
59   63  55   47  45   18   42   17   15   11     pivot  63 18 (15) 
63  59   55   47   45   42   18   17   15  11             pivot  (59) 42 
63   59   55   47   45  42   18   17   15  11              (sort complete) 

M1 (quick) 

A1 (2 passes + 
choice of pivot 
for the 3rd) 

A1ft (3rd and 
4th passes 
correct) 

A1 (CSO)            
(4) 

(b) 

Bin 1: 63  18  17    
Bin 2: 59    15    11 
Bin 3: 55    45 
Bin 4: 47  42  

M1 A1 A1 
  (3) 

(c) 
372

100
= 3.72 so yes the solution in (b) is optimal 

M1 A1        (2) 
9 marks 

Notes for Question 3 
a1M1: Quick sort, pivot, p, chosen (must be choosing middle left or right – choosing first/last item as pivot 
is M0) . After the first pass the list must read (values greater than the pivot), pivot, (values less than the 
pivot). If only choosing one pivot per iteration then M1 only – Bubble sort is not a MR and scores M1 
only for 59  45  55  47  18  63  17  15  42  11 (for left to right) or 63  59  45  18  55  47  11  42  17  15 (for 
right to left) 
a1A1: First two passes correct and next pivots chosen correctly for third pass (but third pass does not need 
to be correct) – so they must be choosing (if middle right) pivot values of 55 and 17 for the third pass or (if 
middle left) pivot values of 59 and 17 
a2A1ft: Third and fourth passes correct (follow through from their second pass and choice of pivots). They 
do not need to be choosing a pivot for the fifth pass for this mark 
a3A1: CSO (correct solution only – all previous marks in this part must have been awarded) including a 
fifth pass in which the 42 (if middle right) or 45 (if middle left) is used as a pivot (not just stated as a pivot) 

b1M1: Must be using ‘sorted’ list in descending order. First five items placed correctly and at least eight 
values placed in bins – condone cumulative totals for M1 only (the underlined values) 
b1A1: First eight items placed correctly (the underlined and boxed values) 
b2A1: CSO 

SC for part (b) – if ‘sorted’ list is incorrect from part (a) and M0 would be awarded in (b) then award M1 
only in (b) for their first eight items correctly placed – by ‘incorrect’ they can have only one error, e.g. one 
missing number, one extra number, or one number incorrectly placed 

c1M1: Attempt to find lower bound (372   63) / 100 (a value of 3.72 seen with no working can imply this 
mark) or any argument based on the four largest values    
c1A1: CSO – correct calculation seen or 3.72 and a conclusion – accept ‘yes’ as a minimum conclusion – 
however, ‘4 is the optimal number of bins’ (or equivalent) with no reference to the solution in (b) is A0. For 
those using the four largest values argument they must clearly explain why two of these values cannot be 
placed in a bin e.g. the sum of any two of 63, 59, 55, 47 is greater than 100 so no two can be placed in a bin   
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Question 
Number 

Scheme Marks 

4. (a) 

 

M1 
 
A1 (ABECK) 
 
A1 (DJH) 
 
A1ft (GF) 
 

 
 

 
Shortest path: A – B – E – K – H – G – F  
Length of shortest path: 48 (miles) 

 
A1 
A1ft            (6) 

(b) 
Shortest path via J: A – B – E – K – J – F  
Length of shortest path via J: 49 (miles) 

B1 
B1              (2) 

(c) 
Prim starting at G: GF, GH, FJ, DG, JK, EK, BE, AB, CD 
or                           GF, GH, FJ, DG, CD, JK, EK, BE, AB  

M1 A1 A1  (3) 

(d) 80 (miles) 
B1              (1) 
12 marks 

Notes for Question 4 
In (a) it is important that all values at each node are checked very carefully – the order of the 
working values must be correct for the corresponding A mark to be awarded e.g. at F the working 
values must be 50 49 48 in that order (50 48 49 is incorrect) 
It is also important that the order of labelling is checked carefully – some candidates start with a label 
of 0 at A (rather than 1) – which is fine. Also the order of labelling must be a strictly increasing 
sequence – so 1, 2, 3, 3, 4, … will be penalised once (see notes below) but 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, … is fine. Errors 

in the final values and working values are penalised before errors in the order of labelling 
 
a1M1: A larger value replaced by smaller value at least once in the working values at either D or F or G 
a1A1: All values at A, B, E, C and K correct. Condone lack of 0 in A’s working value – please check 
carefully for a 5 in the working values at B 
a2A1: All values at D, J and H correct and the working values in the correct order. Penalise order of 
labelling only once per question (D, J and H must be labelled in that order and D must be labelled after A, 
B, E, C and K) 
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Question 
Number 

Scheme Marks 

5. (a) 

 
x y t Is x 

odd? 
Is x = 0?  

27 5 0 Yes   
26 (5) 5  No Row 1 
13 10 (5) Yes  Row 2 
12 (10) 15  No Row 3 
6 20 (15) No No Row 4 
3 40 (15) Yes  Row 5 
2 (40) 55  No Row 6 
1 80 (55) Yes   
0 (80) 135  Yes  
  (135)    

 
Output = 135 
 

M1 (3 rows + 
1st correct) 
 
 
A1 (2nd and 3rd 

rows correct) 
 
 
A1 (4th, 5th and 
6th rows 
correct) 
 
 
 
 
A1 (CSO)   (4)       
 

(b)(i) x must be a (positive) integer and therefore x = 122 B1 DB1        

(ii) 61 
B1              (3) 
7 marks 

Notes for Question 5 
Candidates may write each changed value/statement in a new row which is fine. Assume that each 
row begins and ends when a value in x is changed. For example, the values in row 1 in the table above 
consists of the x values going from the 26 to the 13 
 
a1M1: At least three rows of cells in columns x, y and t completed with a correct first row (so 26 for x and 5 
for t) 
a1A1: CAO – second and third rows correct (for just the columns in x, y and t) 
a2A1: CAO – fourth, fifth and sixth rows correct (for just the columns in x, y and t) 
a3A1: CSO – including the output of 135 either on the given line in the answer book or clearly stated in 
the table but it must be absolutely clear that the output is the final t value (no bod). Furthermore, all ‘yes’ 

and ‘no’ comments must be present in the 4th and 5th columns with no additional/incorrect ‘yes’ or ‘no’ 
 
bi1B1:  x must be 122 and any attempt at a reason 
bi2DB1: Dependent on previous B mark (so B0B1 is not possible) – 122 and a correct valid reason – e.g. x 
must be an integer/whole number or ½ is not odd or even or if you input ½ then you can never get to x = 0 
when halving, etc. Just saying that the algorithm ‘won’t work’ or that the algorithm‘will get stuck in a loop’ 

or ‘not terminate’ is not sufficient for this second mark neither is the argument of subtracting 1 from a ½.  It 
must be clear why the algorithm won’t output a value for t with x = ½ - so essentially there needs to be 
some indication of  why x will never become 0. Furthermore, just saying that x will never reach 0 is 
insufficient – we need an indication of why x = 0 is not possible with a starting value of x = ½   
bii3B1: CAO 
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Question 
Number 

Scheme Marks 

6. (a)

B(AD)E + F(J)H = 45 + 30 = 75* 
B(CK)F + E(DG)H = 50 + 35 = 85 
B(CKJ)H + E(DGHJ)F = 60 + 65 =125 
Arcs BA, AD, DE, FJ and JH will be traversed twice 
Route length = 384 + 75 = 459 (metres) 

M1  
A1 (2 correct) 
A1 (3 correct) 
A1 
A1ft            (5) 

(b) 
e.g. if we start at an odd vertex we will finish at another odd vertex. This 
removes the need to repeat the route between them. So we just have to consider 
one repeated route rather than two  

B2, 1, 0      (2) 

(c) 

We only have to repeat one pair of odd vertices which does not include F (BE 
= 45, EH = 35, BH = 60) 

EH is the smallest of the repeat so repeat EH (ED, DG, GH) and therefore the 
guard should finish at B  

M1  

A1   (2) 

(d) 

Route e.g. FJKFCKLJHGHEDGDECBDAB 

The length of the route is 419 (metres) 

B1 

B1ft            (2) 
11 marks 

Notes for Question 6 
a1M1: Three distinct pairings of the correct four odd nodes 
a1A1: Any two rows correct including pairings and totals 
a2A1: All three rows correct including pairings and totals 
a3A1: CAO correct arcs clearly (not just in their working) stated: BA, AD, DE, FJ, JH. Accept BADE, FJH 
or BE via A and D, FH via J. Do not accept BE, FH  
a4A1ft: Correct answer of 459, or 384 + their smallest repeat out of a choice of at least two totals seen  

b1B1: One of (i) finishing at an odd vertex (ii) only having to repeat one route/pairing/pair/path (but not 
‘repeat only one arc’) rather than two or having one less route/pairing/pair/path to repeat (but not an 
argument based only on arcs e.g. ‘one less arc to repeat’ or ‘it reduces the number of arcs’)  
b2B1: Correct complete argument – including both (i) and (ii) from b1B1 (so B0B1 is not possible in (b)) 

c1M1: Identifies the need to repeat one route of BE(45), EH(35), BH(60), which does not include F (maybe 
implicit) or a general comment to repeat one route that does not include F 
c1A1: Identifies EH (but not just 35) as the least of those paths not including F, and B as the position of the 
finishing vertex. Note that they must either explicitly state that EH is the least not including F (just stating 
that EH is the least is A0) or they list the three pairings (BE, EH, BH) and only these three pairings in this 
part and state that EH is the least  

d1B1: Any correct route – checks: start at F and finishes at B, 21 vertices (repeats ED, DG, GH, and node A 
appears 1, B(2), C(2), D(3), E(2), F(2), G(2), H(2), J(2), K(2), L(1)) 

d2B1ft: Correct answer of 419 or 384 + their EH (i.e. the least route that does not include F – so their 
smallest of BE, EH, BH – must be their smallest value (usually from (a)) not what they state/think is their 
smallest value). This mark is dependent on the M mark in (a)  
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Question 
Number 

Scheme Marks 

7. (a) w = 11, x = 21, y = 17, z = 4 B3, 2, 1, 0  (3) 

(b) 

M1 

A1 

M1 

A1 

  (4) 

(c) At time 12.5, activities H, D, G, I and J must all be happening so 5 workers M1 A1        (2) 

(d) 

e.g. 

M1 

A1 

A1   (3) 

12 marks 

6.


